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stored in databases such as PubMed [29]. This database offers new
opportunities to researchers who attempt to find unknown
relationships between genes and diseases. Extracting these
relationships is important because they can contribute to
discovering the causes and novel treatments of diseases. There have
been many approaches for discovering the relationships between
genes and diseases. One current approach that has been an area of
recent interest is text-mining.

ABSTRACT
Biological relationships are important in discovering the causes of
disease. Therefore, a number of studies have been conducted to
extract information regarding the relationships between biological
entities. However, given the large number of journals and amount
of literature that is available, it is difficult to assess data regarding
biological relationships. In this study, we present a method called
LIF, which infers disease–gene relationships using literature data
and impact factor. Since the impact factor is influenced by a large
number of researchers, we considered that the impact factor can be
used as a measure to evaluate relationships that are extracted from
literature data. To implement the LIF method, we extracted genes
from disease-specific literature data. We then calculated the weight
of the genes based on the impact factor of the literature in which
the genes were described. For validation, we investigated the top N
inferred genes for lung cancer, using an answer set. The answer set
comprised several databases that contained information on disease–
gene relationships. We demonstrated that the LIF is a useful method
to infer disease–gene relationships compared with existing methods.

Text-mining is a useful approach for extracting information from
large amounts of literature data. As the amount of literature data
increases, text-mining is becoming increasingly popular with
researchers because of its several advantages. Text-mining is an
efficient method for discovering new information. Additionally, it
is possible to find unexpected but meaningful information by
considering several sources of literature that are generated from
biological studies. Given these advantages, text-mining has been
widely used in biomedical research to identify relationships such as
gene–gene interactions, protein–protein interactions, and disease–
gene relationships [2, 10, 13].
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In this study, impact factor was considered as one of the most useful
measures to determine the reliability and significance of literature
data. The impact factor is calculated and utilized as a quantitative
measure for evaluating journals. The measure represents the
frequency with which the average article in a journal has been cited
in a given period of time. We therefore assumed that the
experimental results of high impact factor papers have been verified
by several researchers. Therefore, we considered that extracted
information in a journal with high impact factor is more reliable
and significant than that from papers published in low impact factor
journals. Applying this concept to biological text-mining, we
proposed an LIF method to extract more trustworthy disease–gene
relationships.
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1. INTRODUCTION
After the Human Genome Project (HGP), sequences of genes were
determined. Genes of the human genome were identified and
mapped to physical chromosome locations. Following this
biomedical advance, large amounts of genetic information are
a
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In this paper, we propose a novel method using impact factor and
literature data to infer disease–gene relationships. We extracted
literature about lung cancer, using MeSH tags in PubMed. Then,
we collected gene data from the HGNC (HUGO Gene
Nomenclature Committee) database [12] and obtained the impact
factor list from the omics online organization [26]. After
preprocessing the literature, we extracted gene data from the
literature. We then calculated a score for each gene based on impact
factors. Finally, we inferred the top N genes with the highest score.
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The rest of the paper is divided into four sections. In Section 2, we
describe previous studies related to our current work. We describe
the proposed method in Section 3 and present our results and a
discussion in Section 4 and 5, respectively. We conclude the paper
by discussing the implications of our findings in Section 6.
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2. RELATED STUDIES

3. METHODS

Several text-mining studies [4, 5, 8, 31, 32, 39] have been presented
in the biological area. Relationship extraction, named entity
recognition, and hypothesis generation are representative in
biomedical text-mining. This study addresses relationship
extraction to infer disease–gene relationships.

In this section, we describe a proposed method in detail. First, we
extracted journals related to lung cancer from PubMed in XML
format. After obtaining literature data, we conduct preprocessing
for literature data. We parsed the literature data to remove
unnecessary information and to delete stop words. Then, we
extracted genes from the literature data using the HGNC database.
We obtained impact factor and journal names from the omics online
organization.

Hou et al. [13] presented a method to discover gene–disease
associations from biomedical texts. The presented method has two
main steps. In the first, they extracted correct sentences, which
include information on human genetic diseases and genes. In the
second step, they randomly selected incorrect sentences, which are
not involved in human genetic diseases and genes. Using these
sentences, they built rules to find pairs of human genetic diseases
and genes within one sentence. Weeber et al. [40] introduced a
discovery support tool to analyze the scientific literature in order to
generate hypotheses. To develop the system, they used Swanson’s
ABC model [35, 36] structure. Using the system, they found
evidence that thalidomide may be useful for treating acute
pancreatitis, chronic hepatitis C, Helicobactor pylori-induced
gastritis, and myasthenia gravis. Srinivasan et al. [31] proposed an
open discovery algorithm to identify disease and substances that
may have therapeutic potential. In their experiments, retinal
diseases are extracted as top ranking entry. In further analysis, they
found relationships between retinal diseases and curcumin.

We analyzed the abbreviations of journal names for matching
impact factor and literature data, because the majority of journal
names are represented as an abbreviation. Next, we calculated LIF
scores for each extracted gene based on two values: frequency and
impact factor. Then, we ranked genes based on the LIF score.
Figure 1 shows a flow of how the LIF score was calculated.

Several studies have extracted relationships between genes and
diseases [20, 33, 43]. Kim et al. [17] attempted to identify gastric
cancer-related genes using microarray data. Based on analysis of
gene expression for human gastric cancer cells, they identified 40
genes that are up-regulated or down-regulated in human gastric
cancer cells. Among them, CDC20 and MT2A were identified as
potential biomarkers of human gastric cancer. Browne et al. [2]
attempted to investigate protein–protein interaction networks
(PPINs) to identify an effect on disease network analysis. They
used experimental protein–protein interaction data and curated
protein–protein data for Alzheimer’s disease. Using the protein–
protein interaction data, they identified the Alzheimer’s disease
susceptible TRAF1 gene. Liu et al. [21] proposed a methodology
to discover such genes involved in disease using gene expression
data and computational protein localization prediction. Le et al. [18]
presented ontology-based disease similarity network for disease
gene prediction. Using the presented method, they predicted 19
relationships between Alzheimer’s disease and genes among the
100 ranked candidate genes. Zickenrott et al. [47] proposed a
method to predict disease–gene–drug relationships based on a
differential network analysis.

Figure 1. LIF score is calculated based on two values,
frequency and impact factor.
Frequency indicates the number of appearances of a gene in the
literature data. Impact factor indicates the impact factor of a journal
referring to the gene.

3.1 Preprocessing
When obtaining lung cancer related literature data from PubMed,
the journal data in xml format consists of diverse information
including PMID, Medline TA, author, and abstract. As shown in
Figure 2, we parsed the data to remove unnecessary data such as
author and country. The PMID is used to check the meaning of gene
symbols in the literature, because the gene symbol can be used as
another meaning. We used Medline TA to assign impact factor
values to the literature. Abstracts were used as literature data. After
parsing the literature data, we removed useless stop words such as
“a” and “the.” The stop word lists were obtained from ranks nl [30].

PubMed provides a tremendous amount of publications in various
formats, including xml format. Searches in PubMed are processed
by inserting search keywords with MeSH tags. MeSH (Medical
Subject Headings) is an advanced search engine provided by
PubMed to produce better search results. It works based on
MEDLINE subject indexing performed by the NLM (National
Library of Medicine). Indexing is constructed systematically in
three steps. First, researchers review all journal articles. Then, they
determine their subject content and finally describe those contents
using a controlled vocabulary. As a result, it is possible to search
with specific biomedical keywords. For instance, when researchers
search “Mucinous adenocarcinoma of the ovary,” it is indexed as
“Adenocarcinoma, Mucinous Ovarian Neoplasms.” Therefore, it is
possible to search data flexibly when using MeSH.
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obtained abbreviations of journal names from Caltech library [3].
Then, we built pairs for journal name, abbreviations, and impact
factor. Using the built pairs, we converted abbreviations into full
name. For instance, impact factor of Advances in Cancer Research
is 6.351 and its abbreviation is ADV CANCER RES. Then, ADV
CANCER RES is converted as Advances in Cancer Research and
is assigned an impact factor value of 6.351 for the journal. The
process is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Example for PubMed in xml format.

3.2 Extracting genes
To extract information on genes from the literature, we used
approved gene symbols in the HGNC database (HUGO Gene
Nomenclature Committee). Among the approved gene symbols,
some short named symbols are used to denote other meanings in
the literature. IV and PC are representative gene symbols that are
frequently used to denote other meanings in the literature. For
instance, “IV” is widely used as the roman character indicating a
numerical value and “PC” is used to denote prostate cancer.
To address this problem, we used MeSH terms in PubMed data. We
first extracted gene symbols with less than 3 letters from literature
data. Then, we made a PMID list consisting of literatures that refer
to the short gene symbols. Next, we searched all PubMed literature
that contained a MeSH tag for the short gene symbol and extracted
their PMID. Then, for each short gene symbol, we gathered two
PMID lists. One of these contained PMIDs of literature that referred
to gene symbols and the other contained PMIDs for literature that
included MeSH tags for each short gene symbol. Using them, we
calculated the SG score to identify short gene symbols in the
literature. The SG score is calculated by the formula below.

Figure 3. Process of extracting impact factor.
As shown in Figure 3, we used two lists that included information
on each journal. Using the two lists, we assigned impact factor
values for abbreviations.

3.4 Scoring
We calculated the LIF score for scoring inferred genes. The LIF
score consists of two values consisting of frequency and impact
factor. In the case of frequency, the value indicates the number of
appearances in the literature. We considered that a gene has a high
frequency value in the literature then the gene is important and less
important genes have a lower frequency in the literature. The LIF
score used impact factor value as well as the frequency. We
considered that the impact factor value can be used as a measure to
score literature data.

SG score A
In the equation, SG score (A) indicates the SG score for gene
symbol A. The MeSH A indicates the MeSH term for gene symbol
A. The number of journals that have MeSH A are extracted from
all PubMed literature. The number of journals referring to symbol
A are extracted from lung cancer-related literature. After
calculating the SG score for a few gene symbols with more than 2
letters, we compared the SG score of gene symbols between those
that have less than 3 letters and those that have more than 2 letters,
to determine a cutoff value. In this study, we determined 0.1 as a
cutoff value, because the SG score of gene symbols with more than
2 letters is more than 0.1. For this reason, if the SG score is lower
than 0.1, we determined that the symbol is more frequently used as
another meaning in the literature data. Such gene symbols are
excluded.

The frequency values of genes are calculated by counting the
number of appearances in the literature data. The impact factor
value of a gene is assigned by the journal mentioning the gene.
LIF score is calculated as follows:
LIF score A

1

Here, LIF score (A) denotes the LIF score of gene A. n denotes the
number of journals containing gene A, whereas m denotes the
frequency of gene A in the
journal. IF(i) denotes the impact
factor of the
journal that includes gene A. We added 1 as the
default value to assign scores for journals with an impact factor of
0.

3.3 Impact factor matching
To utilize impact factor, we used Medline TA that indicates the
name of the journal for the literature. After matching journal name
and impact factor, we gathered the impact factors of 8411 journals
from the omics online organization. Medline TA data uses many
abbreviations for journal names. For this reason, we analyzed the
abbreviations of journal names to use Medline TA data. We
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4. RESULTS
In this section, we describe experimental results for the LIF method.
To implement our method, we used lung cancer-related literature
as experimental data. We also compared this to other methods that
infer disease–gene relationships.

4.1 Experimental data properties
The lung cancer-related literature data were obtained from PubMed.
By using the biological journal lists that are obtained from the
omics online organization, we built a list containing 8,411 journals
and impact factors. Among the literature data (123,346), we used
those that were matched by the journal list (70,059). To extract gene
symbols from the literature, we used approved gene symbol lists
(39816), which were obtained from the HGNC. Among them, we
excluded 18 genes that had an SG score lower than 0.1 to infer more
meaningful results. In our experimental results, we used answer
sets to validate inferred genes. The answer set is constructed by
integrating several databases, which includes KEGG disease [16],
OMIM [27], GHR [9], LuGend [22], and IGDB.NSCLC [15].
These databases have information on disease–gene relationships.

Figure 4. Comparison results with a random value for top n
genes.
Figure 4 shows a comparison of results with random values. Figure
4 indicates the percentage of lung cancer-related genes among the
inferred top N genes. The random values mean probability for
randomly selected genes have a relationship with lung cancer. The
random values are calculated by the formula below:
Random value

Table 1. Answer Set
Database
The number of
genes
Total

KEGG
disease
18

OMIM
38

Answer Set
GHR
LuGend
13

73

IGDB.N
SCLC
16

In this experiment, we used answer sets to confirm the lung cancerrelated genes. As shown in Figure 4, our results show that the LIF
method has a higher percentage of lung-cancer related genes than a
random value. In addition, the result means that the LIF method
successfully ranked lung cancer-related gene, using impact factor.

120

Table 1 shows the number of genes that are involved in lung cancer
for each database. In the table, the “Total” indicates the number of
total genes that exclude overlapped genes.

4.3 Comparison with frequency-based
method

4.2 Top N gene inferred by LIF

To verify the effect of impact factor, we presented comparison
results with frequency-based method. The method is considered to
assess only the frequency of genes without impact factor in the
literature.

To validate our method, we confirmed the top 10 genes that are
inferred by the LIF method, using an answer set. Table 2 shows the
inferred top 10 genes.
Table 2. Top 10 gene inferred by LIF
Rank
Gene
Evidence
1
EGFR
OMIM, GHR, LuGend
2
ALK
KEGG, OMIM, GHR
3
KRAS
KEGG, OMIM, GHR, LuGend
4
EGF
Literature [19]
5
MET
OMIM
6
ERCC1
LuGend
7
TP53
KEGG, OMIM, LuGend
8
GSTM1
LuGend
9
CYP1A1
LuGend
10
PTEN
KEGG, GHR
In the Table 2, the “Evidence” indicates databases that include
information on disease–gene relationships for each gene. As shown
in Table 2, our method found 9 lung cancer-related genes among
the top 10 genes. Furthermore, we confirmed that the “EGF” gene
is involved in lung cancer by literature validation. As a result, our
method found 9 lung cancer-related genes and 1 meaningful
candidate gene among the top 10 inferred genes.

Figure 5. Comparison results with a frequency based method
for top 50 genes
Figure 5 shows precision and recall for the LIF and frequencybased methods. As shown in Figure 5, the LIF method has higher
precision and recall value than frequency-based methods for all
sections. These results showed that impact factor can be used as a
measure to extract meaningful relationships in the literature.

We compared our method to random values to confirm that the
impact factor can be used as a scoring measure.

4.4 Comparison with existing methods
We compared our method to existing methods that infer disease–
gene relationships. One of the methods is the PRINCE algorithm
[37], and the other is the RWRHN [23] method. The PRINCE
algorithm infers disease–gene relationships based on network
analysis. To implement the algorithm, they used disease–disease
similarity and protein–protein interaction data. The RWRHN
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method also infers disease–gene relationships by fusing multiple
networks, which include PPI network, a phenotype similarity
network, and known associations between disease and genes. In the
case of the PRINCE algorithm, they offer the PRINCIPLE [10] tool
to implement the PRINCE algorithm. For this reason, we used this
tool to infer disease–gene relationships for the PRINCE algorithm.
In the case of the RWRHN, we extracted experimental results for
lung cancer from the literature.

5. DISCUSSION
In this section, we describe genes that are not included in answer
sets but have a high LIF score. Additionally, we investigate
literature that has a high impact factor to confirm the role of impact
factor in literature analysis.

5.1 Literature validation
In this study, we used answer sets to validate inferred genes.
However, the answer set has limitations to validate all genes
inferred by the LIF method. To consider this issue, we validated for
top 11–20 genes, which are not included in the answer set using
literature. Table 3 shows the top 11–20 genes inferred by the LIF
method. Among them, 3 genes are validated by the answer set. For
the other 6 genes, we found evidence that they are involved in lung
cancer. However, we cannot find evidence for the CAD gene by
answer sets and literature validation.
Table 3. Top 11-20 genes inferred by the LIF method
Rank
Gene
Evidence
11
STAT3
Literature [42]
12
TNF
LuGend
13
CD44
Literature [45]
14
PCNA
Literature [41]
15
HGF
Literature [11]
16
CXCR4
Literature [44]
17
CAD
None
18
FHIT
KEGG, LuGend
19
GRP
Literature [28]
20
MDM2
LuGend
We describe key sentences that are extracted from the literature for
each gene below.

Figure 6. Comparison results with a PRINCE algorithm for
top n genes.
To validate inferred genes, we confirmed the number of lung
cancer-related genes among the inferred genes using the answer set.
As shown in Figure 6, the LIF method inferred more lung cancerrelated genes than the PRINCE algorithm for all cases.

Yu et al. [42] described that “pSTAT3 (phosphorylated STAT3)
overexpression is an important factor related to prognosis of
NSCLC patients and indicates new anticancer strategies.”
Zhao et al. [45] described that “CD44v6 (CD44 variant exon 6)
expression can be used as a novel prognostic marker in NSCLC
cases.”
Weng et al. [41] described that “CD44v6 and PCNA play important
roles in invasion and metastasis of NSCLC.”
Han et al. [11] described that “High HGF levels are significantly
associated with resistance to gefitinib and can be used as a
predictive marker for the differential outcome of gefitinib treatment
in NSCLC irrespective of EGFR mutation status.”
Zhang et al. [44] described that “The present meta-analysis
indicated that CXCR4 protein expression is associated with an
increased risk and worse survival in NSCLC patients.”
Oremek et al. [28] described that “These results show that Pro-GRP
(Pro-gastrin-releasing peptide) may be a potential tumor marker for
small cell lung carcinoma.”

Figure 7. Comparison results with a RWRHN method for top
10 genes.
The experimental results for the RWRHN [23] are extracted from
the literature for lung cancer. As shown in Figure 7, the LIF method
inferred more lung cancer-related genes than the RWRHN method
for the top 10 genes.

Based on these sentences, we confirmed that 6 genes are involved
in lung cancer. As a result, we inferred 3 lung cancer-related genes
and 6 lung cancer-related candidate genes among the 10 genes (in
Top 11–20). These results showed that the LIF method is useful to
infer candidate genes as well as lung cancer-related genes.

In summary, the LIF method found more lung cancer-related genes
than random value, frequency-based method and two conventional
methods. These results indicate that the proposed LIF is a useful
method to infer disease–gene relationships and impact factor can
be used as a measure to score literature data.

5.2 Analysis for literature with high impact
factor
To investigate the role of impact factor, we selected the top 10
percent of literature as data by considering impact factor. The
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In summary, we investigated 10 genes (in Top 11–20) based on
answer set and literature validation. The results showed that the
proposed method can infer various candidate genes as well as
disease-related genes. Furthermore, we presented that our method
can extract various results using same literature data and different
impact factor. Through our experimental results, we showed that
inferred genes that are extracted by high impact factor literature
also are involved in lung cancer. These results demonstrated that
the LIF method can infer various and useful knowledge in the
literature.

selected literature data have an impact factor more than 4.57. Using
the top 10 percent of literature, we inferred the top 50 genes by the
LIF method. Among them, we confirmed 11 genes that are not
included in the Top 50 genes that are inferred by using all literature
data.
Table 4. The genes (inferred using the top 10 percent of
literature) which are not included in Top 50 genes (inferred
using the all literature)
Gene

Before Rank

E2F1
AR
MYC
MIF
BRMS1
ERBB2

57
51
61
87
85
76

After
Rank
24
32
35
39
40
42

Evidence

Literature [14]
Literature [25]
LuGend
Literature [6]
Literature [1]
OMIM, GHR,
LuGend
IGF1R
60
44
Literature [46]
SOX2
54
46
Literature [38]
BAP1
59
48
Literature [7]
CXCR2
147
49
Literature [24]
CXCL12
74
50
Literature [34]
Table 4 shows 11 genes among the top 50 genes that are inferred
from the top 10 percent of literature. They are not included in the
top 50 genes that are inferred by using all literature. In Table 4, the
“Before Rank” indicates the rank when using all the literature data.
The “After Rank” indicates the rank when using the top 10 percent
of literature data. Among the 11 genes, we can validate 2 genes
using answer set. For the other 9 genes, we found literature that
outlines evidence that they are involved in lung cancer. We
described key sentences for the literature below.

6. CONCLUSION

Haung et al. [14] described that “During the progression of NSCLC
(non-small cell lung cancer), E2F1 overexpression could produce
more aggressive tumors with a high proliferation rate and chemoresistance.”

This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of

In the present study, we attempted to infer disease–gene
relationships using literature data and impact factor. To utilize
impact factor, we built journal lists. Using the journal lists and
literature data, we inferred meaningful disease–gene relationships
and candidate genes, which could potentially be disease-related
genes. Additionally, four distinct experiments demonstrated that
the proposed method is useful to infer disease–gene relationships.
Furthermore, we investigated the role of impact factor in literature
analysis. Our experimental results showed that we can infer various
candidate genes by selecting literature based on impact factor.
Furthermore, new information that has a few citations can be
utilized by considering impact factor.
In this study, we only used lung cancer-related literature as
experimental data. In further work, we will implement our method
to several genetic diseases such as other types of cancer,
Alzheimer’s disease, and diabetes. Furthermore, we will present
various approaches based on impact factor to extract useful
knowledge from the literature.
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Mikkone et al. [25] described that “Our results include that adult
lung is an AR target tissue and suggest that AR plays a role in lung
cancer biology.”
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